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ABSTRACT
A concept of trifurcation of a reaction pathway is introduced to analyze the case where a downhill path from the first-order saddle point accompanies three branches via the valley-ridge inflection region, leading to three different product minima on the potential energy surface. We provide a detailed analysis on the reaction path for an electron transfer reaction, \(\text{HCHO}^- + \text{CH}_3\text{Cl} \rightarrow \text{OH}_2\text{C-CH}_3^-\text{Cl}^-\), as an illustrative example of the trifurcating reaction path.
1. Introduction

An intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) has played a significant role in quantum chemical approach to chemical reactions.\textsuperscript{1} For an elementary reaction, IRC is defined uniquely as a reaction path which connects two minima (reactant and product) and a first-order saddle point (transition state: TS) on a potential energy surface (PES). In a simple reaction, a potential-energy curvature orthogonal to IRC is always positive along the reaction path and the reaction path proceeds through the valley of the PES, leading to the minimum. Along the IRC, if a potential-energy curvature changes its sign from positive to negative with respect to a transverse vibrational coordinate, geometrical feature changes from valley to ridge, causing the instability of the reaction path.\textsuperscript{2} This feature is called valley-ridge inflection (VRI). Valtazanos and Ruedenberg introduced a definition of VRI point as follows: the Hessian matrix has a zero eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector is perpendicular to the gradient at that point.\textsuperscript{3} Since the reaction path tangent vector belongs to a totally-symmetric representation of the molecular point group except at stationary points,\textsuperscript{4} VRI point is found in most cases with respect to a non-totally symmetric coordinate. If ridge character continues to the terminal point of IRC, this terminal is not a minimum but a first-order saddle point which connects two symmetrically equivalent product minima with the lower symmetry. For this type of VRI, there have been a number of theoretical studies, which include the detailed analysis of the PES near IRC,\textsuperscript{5-8} the second-order Jahn-Teller analysis,\textsuperscript{9} a formulation of the bifurcating reaction path,\textsuperscript{10} an investigation of the isotope effects on the bifurcating reaction path,\textsuperscript{11,12} and applications to organic chemical reactions.\textsuperscript{13} Quantum wavepacket simulations have also been performed for this type of the bifurcating reaction path.\textsuperscript{14,15}

Along the IRC, VRI can also occur with respect to a totally-symmetric vibrational coordinate. In a reaction path Hamiltonian, one can define a set of transverse vibrational modes through diagonalization of the projected Hessian matrix in the orthogonal subspace to the reaction path tangent vector along the IRC.\textsuperscript{16} If the potential curvature along a transverse vibrational coordinate changes its sign from positive to negative along the IRC, geometrical feature of the potential changes from valley to ridge with respect to the corresponding transverse coordinate. Since only the totally-symmetric vibrational modes can have a curvature coupling with the reaction path tangent vector, projecting-out of the reaction path tangent from the Hessian matrix can affect only those totally-symmetric vibrational modes. Therefore, VRI with respect to a non-totally symmetric coordinate exactly indicates appearance of a VRI point on the IRC, while VRI with respect to a totally-symmetric
coordinate does not always indicate appearance of a VRI point. Quapp and coworkers\textsuperscript{17,18} have reported deep discussions on the VRI points and valley-ridge border lines on a global potential energy surface.

Appearance of VRI with respect to a totally-symmetric vibrational coordinate along the IRC suggests the possibility of existence of product minimum which is different from the terminal of the IRC.\textsuperscript{19-25} One example is an electron transfer reaction of HCHO\textsuperscript{-} + CH\textsubscript{3}Cl, in which the IRC accompanies VRI and ridge-valley inflection (RVI) in the totally-symmetric coordinate at the spin-unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) level, and the terminal of the IRC from the transition state becomes OH\textsubscript{2}C-CH\textsubscript{3} + Cl\textsuperscript{-} (the substitution: SUB(C)) or HCHO + CH\textsubscript{3} + Cl\textsuperscript{-} (the cluster of electron-transfer products: C\textsubscript{ET}), depending on the computational conditions.\textsuperscript{19,20} Yamataka et al. performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations for this reaction at the UHF level, and discussed the branching ratio of the products, C\textsubscript{ET} and SUB(C).\textsuperscript{21} Schlegel and coworkers also performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations considering the temperature effect on this reaction, and discussed the possibility of the stepwise process, HCHO\textsuperscript{-} + CH\textsubscript{3}Cl → C\textsubscript{ET} → SUB(C).\textsuperscript{22,23} For this reaction we recently found that VRI and RVI along the IRC observed at the UHF level disappear at the spin-unrestricted Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory (UMP2) level, but VRI appears with respect to totally-symmetric and non-totally symmetric transverse coordinates almost simultaneously in a late region of the IRC.\textsuperscript{24} We also verified that the terminal of the IRC corresponds to a minimum of OH\textsubscript{2}C-CH\textsubscript{3}...Cl\textsuperscript{-} with C\textsubscript{s} symmetry, while there are two different minima of OH\textsubscript{2}C-CH\textsubscript{3}...Cl\textsuperscript{-} with C\textsubscript{1} symmetry.

In this paper we discuss a new concept, trifurcation of the reaction pathway, by examining in detail the PES for an electron transfer reaction, HCHO\textsuperscript{-} + CH\textsubscript{3}Cl → OH\textsubscript{2}C-CH\textsubscript{3}...Cl\textsuperscript{-}, where a downhill path from TS accompanies three branches through a VRI region, leading to three different product minima on the PES. A scheme of trifurcation is shown in Fig. 1. We illustrate a case of trifurcation by providing a detailed analysis of the PES orthogonal to IRC for this reaction.
2. Computational details

We previously reported\textsuperscript{24} IRC calculations for \( \text{HCHO}^- + \text{CH}_2\text{Cl} \rightarrow \text{OH}_2\text{C-CH}_3^-\text{Cl}^- \) and the following normal mode analyses along the IRC at the UMP2 level with 6-31+G(d) basis sets. In this paper, starting from the VRI region in the late part of the IRC, we attempt to determine three downhill paths leading to three different product minima of \( \text{OH}_2\text{C-CH}_3^-\text{Cl}^- \). A series of potential energy contour plots which are orthogonal to the IRC are also generated to analyze the feature of the PES near VRI region. All calculations were performed using the GAMESS program package.\textsuperscript{26}
3. Results and discussion

First a brief explanation is given for the reaction path of HCHO$^-$ + CH$_3$Cl. In this reaction, electron is transferred from HCHO$^-$ to CH$_3$Cl, leading to either OH$_2$C-CH$_3$ + Cl$^-$ (SUB(C)) or HCHO + CH$_3$ + Cl$^-$ (C$_{ET}$), via the transition state, ET-TS. At the UMP2/6-31+G(d) level, HCHO$^-$ approaches CH$_3$Cl with anti-conformation, keeping C$_s$ symmetry throughout, and the IRC is connected from ET-TS to SUB(C) of the C$_s$ symmetry (referred to as SUB(C)-C$_s$), which is a loosely-bound OH$_2$C-CH$_3$$^-$Cl$^-$ complex and corresponds to a minimum on PES. As to a OH$_2$C-CH$_3$$^-$Cl$^-$ complex, right-handed and left-handed minimum-energy structures with C$_1$ symmetry (referred to as SUB(C)-C$_1$(R) and SUB(C)-C$_1$(L)) are also located, and they are more stable in energy than SUB(C)-C$_s$ by 1.2 kcal/mol. The structural difference between SUB(C)-C$_s$ and SUB(C)-C$_1$(R) (or SUB(C)-C$_1$(L)) is simply the position of the Cl$^-$ atom relative to OH$_2$C-CH$_3$. Figure 2 shows a scheme of the reaction which contains reactant minimum and expected product minima via ET-TS. We discuss the concept of trifurcation by examining the reaction pathways from ET-TS, where the three product minima (SUB(C)-C$_s$, SUB(C)-C$_1$(R), and SUB(C)-C$_1$(L)) could be connected through downhill paths.

For this purpose, geometric feature of the PES orthogonal to the IRC is examined. Figure 3 shows variations of the lowest frequencies for the non-totally-symmetric (denoted as $L_1$) and totally-symmetric (denoted as $L_2$) transverse vibrational modes along the IRC from ET-TS to SUB(C)-C$_s$ ($s = 0 \sim 15$ bohr amu$^{1/2}$). It is noted that $L_2$ is derived by the projection technique so as to be orthogonal to the reaction-path tangent vector in which HCHOCH$_3$ and Cl$^-$ depart from each other. As shown in Fig. 3, the $L_1$ and $L_2$ modes exhibit imaginary frequencies at $s = 5.82$ and 5.94 bohr amu$^{1/2}$, respectively, indicating almost simultaneous appearance of VRI in the non-totally symmetric coordinate and in the totally-symmetric coordinate around these regions. The $L_1$ and $L_2$ modes at $s = 6.0$ bohr amu$^{1/2}$ are also shown in Fig. 3, where both modes correspond to rotational modes of HCHOCH$_3$ relative to Cl$^-$. The appearance of the non-totally symmetric VRI point can be explained by the vibronic interaction between the electronic ground and excited states; the non-totally-symmetric excited state can mix with the totally symmetric ground state through geometrical deformation in a normal coordinate of the non-totally-symmetric representation when these two electronic states come close to each other, as indicated by the second-order Jahn-Teller theory. This vibronic interaction can invoke change of geometrical feature of the PES from valley to ridge. Figure 4 shows variations of the ground-state (1$^2$A') and
excited-state \((1^2A'')\) potential energies along the IRC calculated by the UMP2/6-31+G(d) method\(^{24}\), where energy values are relative to a sum of energies of reactants, HCHO\(^{-}\) and CH\(_3\)Cl. As clearly shown here, the excited state approaches rapidly the ground state at \(s = 5.8\) bohr \(amu^{1/2}\) and invokes non-totally symmetric VRI on the IRC around this region.

The appearance of VRI along the IRC is a sign that the reaction path is unstable, and new bifurcating paths can be generated, each of which can lead to a different product minimum. In order to gain insight to this mechanism, PES around the VRI region is examined. Since VRI occurs in the two modes (\(L_1\) and \(L_2\)) almost simultaneously, a series of two-dimensional PESs in these modes are generated at a selected points on the IRC \((s = 5.5, 6.0, 8.5, \text{ and } 11.5\) bohr \(amu^{1/2}\)). Each of the two-dimensional PES is spanned by the normal coordinates of \(L_1\) and \(L_2\), which are defined as \(Q_1\) (\(A''\)) and \(Q_2\) (\(A'\)), respectively. The contour plots are given in Fig. 5. When the IRC goes through the valley on the PES, the origin of the two-dimensional PES corresponds to a minimum as shown in Fig. 5a \((s = 5.5)\). After passing through non-totally-symmetric \((s = 5.82)\) and totally-symmetric \((s = 5.94)\) VRI region, the origin becomes second-order saddle point (SOSP), and two minima and two first-order saddle points (FOSPs) are located around the origin, as indicated in Fig. 5b \((s = 6.0)\). At \(s = 8.5\), a potential curvature of the totally-symmetric mode (\(L_2\)) exhibits a real frequency, which indicates that the valley character is recovered for \(L_2\) at this point (through the ridge-valley inflection (RVI)), while the non-totally-symmetric mode (\(L_1\)) still possesses ridge character. Therefore the origin in the plot becomes FOSP and two minima are located in the \(Q_1\) direction (See Fig. 5c). These two minima observed at \(s = 6.0\) and 8.5 will be linked to \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_1(R)\) and \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_1(L)\), as shown below. At \(s = 10.5\), the non-totally-symmetric mode (\(L_1\)) also exhibits valley character through RVI and the origin of the PES again corresponds to the minimum, which leads to the product minimum of \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_s\) as a terminal of IRC.

As seen above, there are three product minima (\(\text{SUB}(C)-C_s, \text{SUB}(C)-C_1(R), \text{and} \text{SUB}(C)-C_1(L)\)) from ET-TS. It is obvious that \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_s\) is connected by the IRC, while it is a difficult task to determine continuous downhill paths leading to \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_1(R)\) or \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_1(L)\). Previously Yanai et al.\(^{10}\) attempted to explore an important region on the PES for bifurcating reactions by calculating a group of steepest descent paths from zero-point vibrational energy region around the VRI point, and found that those steepest descent paths mostly run in parallel with the IRC since negative energy gradients along the IRC are more effective to push molecules than the instability of the IRC. In the present study, we attempted to determine continuous downhill paths from the VRI point to \(\text{SUB}(C)-C_1(R)\) (or
SUB(C)-C₁(L)) by deviating molecular coordinates in the $Q_1$ (A") direction slightly and calculating steepest descent paths, but they all reached SUB(C)-C₈ minimum. After several attempts, we finally succeeded to obtain the downhill paths to SUB(C)-C₁(R) minimum; first a linearly-interpolated path is defined between the point around the VRI region (at $s = 6.0$) and the points determined by moving Cl⁻ in a combination of $Q_1$ (A") and $Q_2$ (A'), and then a steepest-descent-path is calculated from the latter point. Figure 6 shows a variation of the energy (a) along the steepest descent path from ET-TS to SUB(C)-C₈ and (b) along the newly-determined path from ET-TS to SUB(C)-C₁(R) (or SUB(C)-C₁(L)) where cross mark (×) and round mark (○) denote the linearly-interpolated path ($s = 6.0 \sim 16.8$ bohr amu$^{1/2}$) and the steepest descent path ($s = 16.8 \sim 38.7$ bohr amu$^{1/2}$), respectively. In the latter path, Cl⁻ initially goes toward the direction of a combination of $Q_1$ (A") and $Q_2$ (A'), and then it moves around CH₃CHO and reaches its position at SUB(C)-C₁(R).

As examined here, we demonstrate that it is possible to define downhill paths starting from the single TS to the three product minima, SUB(C)-C₈, SUB(C)-C₁(R), and SUB(C)-C₁(L), via the VRI region, and this can be regarded as a case of trifurcation of the reaction path. Here we should comment on the geometrical feature around the VRI region. In this reaction, VRI occurs for two modes almost simultaneously (non-totally-symmetric and totally-symmetric directions) and the two minima are located in the two-dimensional PES spanned by the normal coordinates of the corresponding modes. These two minima are successfully connected to the different product minima. In the other type of reactions where the VRI occurs simultaneously for multiple modes, there is the possibility that more than two minima are located in the PES spanned by the normal coordinates of the imaginary frequency modes and these minima could be connected to the different product minima. In this case, although it would be highly rare, more branching path than trifurcation could be generated. As explored in the present work, the analysis based on the PES spanned by the normal coordinates of imaginary frequency modes provides a useful information on the multi-branching reactions.
4. Concluding remarks

In this paper, a concept, *trifurcation of the reaction pathway*, is introduced and discussed by examining the IRC for an electron transfer reaction, $\text{HCHO}^- + \text{CH}_3\text{Cl} \rightarrow \text{OH}_2\text{C-CH}_3^-\text{Cl}^-$. It is demonstrated that it is possible to define downhill paths starting from a single TS to three different product minima, and this case is considered as the trifurcation of the reaction pathway since the reaction path splits to three branches at the VRI region. We provide a detailed analysis of the mechanism of trifurcation by examining successive two-dimensional PESs around the VRI region spanned by the normal coordinates of the imaginary frequency modes. This type of analyses will help to understand reaction mechanism for a case of multi-branching reaction pathways.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. An illustration of reaction path with one product minimum (simple), two product minima (bifurcation), and three product minima (trifurcation).

Fig. 2. A schematic reaction profile for HCHO\(^-\) + CH\(_3\)Cl → OH\(_2\)C-CH\(_3\)^-\(\cdot\)Cl\(^-\).

Fig. 3. Variations of lowest frequencies of non-totally-symmetric and totally-symmetric normal modes orthogonal to the IRC (denoted as \(L_1\) and \(L_2\), respectively) along the reaction path for ET-TS → SUB(C)-C\(_s\) (OH\(_2\)C-CH\(_3\)^-\(\cdot\)Cl\(^-\)).

Fig. 4. Variations of energies of the ground state (\(^2A'\)) and the first-excited state (\(^2A''\)) along the IRC for ET-TS → SUB(C)-C\(_s\) (OH\(_2\)C-CH\(_3\)^-\(\cdot\)Cl\(^-\)).

Fig. 5. A series of potential-energy contour plots orthogonal to the IRC.

Fig. 6. An energy variation along the path from ET-TS to (a) SUB(C)-C\(_s\) and (b) SUB(C)-C\(_1\)(R) or SUB(C)-C\(_1\)(L).
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